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 (Job Title: Reward and Retention Consultant, Email: lynn.griffin-pearce@nottinghamcity.gov.uk, Phone: 0115 8763621)

Subject: Carplus and rate to be paid for employee business travel 

Total Value: Estimate per year-finance to complete this based on current mileage claims and potential takeup (Type: Revenue) 

Decision Being Taken: Employees who submit claims for business travel are reimbursed 45p per mile, which covers mileage costs and vehicle wear and tear in
line with the HMRC advisory rates.  Colleagues who received the ECU allowance were transferred to this rate when the lump sum
was removed in Sept 2014.  When colleagues lease a car and submit a claim for business mileage, Nottingham CIty Council
(NCC) has been advised by NCC Tax Advisors that this should be reimbursed at the lower rate, as it is not necessary to cover
the wear and tear element.  The current (lower) HMRC advisory rates are detailed in the briefing note
attached.   

Reasons for the Decision(s) The final outcome will represent a change to employee's terms and conditions and will be reflected in the
Scheme policy and EMSS processes.  The preferred option is the fourth option where NCC will pay the lowest
rate, as a flat rate, which is currently 8p in line HMRC rates above.  This has been made taking into account-cost
effectiveness; simple admin as LCC currently adopt this approach;  potential no. of colleagues who will lease a car and
submit a claim (Leicester City Council currently have 150 employees in their scheme-50 approx claim business travel)
and the most common approach across other public sector employers (Tusker, our car lease partner, advise that the HMRC rates
are the most common rate used). 

Briefing notes documents: Revised Carplus Briefing for CEx June 2015 final.doc 
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Other Options Considered: Four options were considered. If NCC continue to pay the higher 45p rate, which is more than the HMRC advisory rates, the employee
and NCC will be liable to employers NIC through Benefit In Kind tax (BIK).  NCC will also need to ensure that data is captured for
P11D purposes and the correct earnings periods are recorded (for NIC purposes) in this scenario.  The options which were
considered and have been discounted are:  

Option 1-where NCC would continue to pay the higher 45p rate (but both parties will be liable to BIK and this will also be more
complicated in terms of processing;  

Option 2   where NCC would pay a two flat rates-a lower rate for diesel users and higher rate for petrol
users in line with the HMRC rates above; 

Option 3 where NCC would pay the various rates depending on engine size as detailed in the table above (this benefits colleagues
who lease larger cars).   

It has more recently been decided to pay option 4, where NCC would pay the lowest figure, now 8p as a flat rate for all users as
this is easier for EMSS processing as LCC already adopt this approach .   

Background Papers: Carplus scheme 

Unpublished background
papers: 

People Management Handbook v1 0 (clean) 20Jan15.doc 

Published Works: None 

Affected Wards: Citywide 

Colleague / Councillor
Interests: 

Councillor Graham Chapman and Angela Probert have had discussions regarding this decision 

Consultations: Date: 12/01/2015 

Unions: Unison, GMB, Unite 
On the Carplus scheme including FAQ's which currently state that HMRC advisory rates will apply.  The scheme was taken to
Central Panel on 15 Jan 2015.  The new business travel rate was discussed with the TU'S on 25 June and is
contained with the revised Business travel scheme which is going to Central Panel on 20 August 2015. 

Date: 21/01/2015 
Other:Equalities team 
The intention is that an EIA will be undertaken a year after the launch of carplus as part of a CLT report detailing take-up, savings
generated, impact on emissions etc.  Tusker, the car lease provider have been asked to monitor &
provide equality data, which will then be contained within the report   

Date: 19/01/2015 
Chief Finance Officer:Geoff Walker 
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Finance colleagues have been involved in the implementation of the scheme.  Geoff Walker is the key signatory for the
agreements in place with NCC and Tusker 

Those not consulted are not directly affected by the decision. 

Crime and Disorder
Implications: 

None 

Equality: EIA not required. Reasons: New salary sacrifice scheme - unsure of takeup at this stage.  Will undertake a year after the
launch. 

Decision Type: Portfolio Holder 

Subject to Call In: Yes 

Call In Expiry date: 02/09/2015 

Advice Sought: Legal, Finance, Human Resources, Equality and Diversity 

Legal Advice: See briefing note for legal comments.  

Finance Advice: This decision will result in a reduction in the amount per mile that colleagues can claim for business travel when they lease a car
through this scheme.  

 
Although the calculations used for the scheme estimate 3% of the Council will take up the Car Plus lease scheme - the number who may
then claim business mileage and how much they would claim is not possible to predict. 

Therefore quantifying the financial saving for the City Council of reduced mileage payments is not possible.  
Mileage is current met from within existing service budgets and any savings from reduced mileage claims would therefore be absorbed
by services. 

It is recommended that where possible information should be collated on how many of those who use Car Plus claim business mileage
so that the actual impact can be known. 

Advice provided by Susan Tytheleigh - Finance Business Partner - Resources on 27.01.15 Advice provided by Susan Tytherleigh (Senior
Finance Manager) on 27/01/2015. 
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HR Advice: The changes to policy attached and introduction of the Car Plus lease car have been presented to the Council's Central Panel with Trade
Union colleagues.  The changes result in changes to the rates paid for travel in line with HMRC guidance and the lease car scheme
offers an opportunity to generate income for the Council. 

 
Shaune Loughlin  HR Business Partner 26.1.15   Advice provided by Shaune Loughlin (HR Business Partner) on 27/01/2015. 

Equality and Diversity
Advice: 

Will conduct review in 12 months time, including EIA. 

Signatures Graham Chapman (PH for Resources and Neighbourhood Regeneration) 

SIGNED and Dated: 25/08/2015 
Ian Curryer (Chief Executive) 

SIGNED and Dated: 25/08/2015 
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